


PRAISE FOR ‘H’ JOHN MEJIA 
AND HIS NEW BOOK 
Step Into Your Zone

“I knew the moment I heard H’s voice that there was something special 
about him, but I had no idea he would be the one who changed the trajec-
tory of my television career.

“After a successful, fifteen-year career as broadcast TV news anchor, 
I was ready to embark on a new adventure, which would take me from 
Minneapolis, MN, to Tampa, FL. I was making my rounds, cold calling 
prospective job opportunities, when I dialed the number I found on his 
Good Life Tampa Bay TV show website. Every other person I talked to 
didn’t have time to learn my name, let alone the experience and hard work 
ethic I was ready to offer, but ‘H’, with his curiosity and kindness, listened, 
inquired, and learned about me. It was a ten-minute phone call, but in 
those ten minutes, he heard something that he knew could benefit the both 
of us.

“That is ‘H’. He doesn’t just stay status quo; he is constantly looking for 
ways to build his business, himself, and, something you don’t see very often 
these days, build others up as well. In our decade-long friendship, ‘H’ has 
shown me just how far hard work, perseverance and kindness can take you. 
Over the years, he shared his ‘playbook secrets’ with me, and it’s something 
I will be forever grateful for. Readers can now benefit and learn them too, 
from his new book Step Into Your Zone.”

—Rebekah Wood, Television Personality,
On Air National Television Host,

Award Winning Broadcast TV News Anchor



“What’s up ‘H’, to another Bayside Commodore alum. Listen, I know your 
name is ‘H’, but I like the John part, like Daymond John, anyway. We have 
so much in common; I know we grew up in a great area and it made us 
who we are. We also knew that growing up, we had to change the world. I 
know you are trying to get more people to become focused in these crazy 
times. Congratulations on your new book, Step Into Your Zone. I know my 
buddy and fellow Shark, Kevin Harrington, wrote the Foreword. See, now 
you have two sharks right now – and I’m sure you’ll get 10 sharks endors-
ing you, because you’re a shark as well. Congratulations on everything and 
keep trying to change lives and get people excited about stepping into their 
zone. All the best! I look forward to seeing you, and thank you for educat-
ing and empowering people.”

—Daymond John, Entrepreneur
Shark from Shark Tank TV Show 

Founder, President, and CEO of FUBU



“As a former college basketball player, I know what ‘The Zone’ is all about 
and what it takes to get there. Like ‘H,’ I have transferred those same princi-
ples from sports into my business career in building a national company as 
the Co-Founder & President of College HUNKS Hauling Junk & Moving 
Company, the largest and fastest growing junk removal and moving fran-
chise opportunity in North America. One of our company’s core values is 
to build leaders and we make it a point to inspire every team member, so 
that we can all reach our maximum potential and achieve greatness. Every 
day, our entire team works hard to strive and achieve ‘The Zone’ in taking 
care of our customers! I have known ‘H’ over the last eleven years and have 
been interviewed by him numerous times on his Good Life Tampa Bay TV 
show as he has done stories about the dynamic growth we have experi-
enced as a company. In addition, I have also appeared as his feature story 
on his one-hour Business Zone TV Show. ‘H’ is a true professional and is 
passionate about the work that he does. I have always had great experiences 
on my TV interviews with him. Yeah, the guy is in ‘The Zone’ with what he 
does. His new book, Step Into Your Zone, will give you the foundation of 
principles and tips to help you elevate your game to the next level.” 

—Nick Friedman, Co-Founder & President,
College HUNKS Hauling Junk & Moving Company, 

(Annual Revenues 100 million + and Over 100 franchises nationwide)



“I’ve known ‘H’ for over forty years. From the time we both entered college 
through today, he’s always displayed great passion and discipline to have 
success. His book Step Into Your Zone is about the things you need to do 
in your life to succeed in business, or everyday life. Many of the principles 
and lessons you will read about, I’ve used myself, and they helped me play 
twenty-two years in the NFL. A must-read book!”

—Sean Landeta, Former NFL Punter (1985–2006),
Two-time Super Bowl Champ,

Six-time All Pro

“For a number of years, I had worked with ‘H’ John Mejia as a co-host on a 
TV show he hosted and produced on Fox Sports for the Playboy Celebrity 
Golf Tournament in LA. He is a true professional! I have seen firsthand 
how well he coordinated every aspect of production, from the show script 
to handling the production crew and talent, and ultimately producing a 
great one-hour TV special. Working with celebrities, professional athletes, 
and corporate executives in a demanding four-day event is not an easy task. 
Lots of personalities to deal with. He was always a delight to work with! I 
know his book can give you the tips that can help you achieve more!”

—Brande Roderick, Actress & Model,
Starred in television shows like Celebrity Apprentice and Baywatch Hawaii; her 

movie career includes Starsky & Hutch, Dracula II, and The Nanny Diaries. Former 
Playboy Playmate of the Year, and the author of Bounce, Don’t Break. She is the 

founder of several companies and her newest venture is with Alkaline88 water and 
selling luxury homes as a celebrity realtor in Southern California.



‘H’, what’s up buddy? I want to congratulate you on your new book. You 
know you had that Fox Sports Playboy Golf Show, where you interviewed 
me several times. You’re a great guy and we had a lot fun, and a big shout 
out to you Mr. ‘H’. I hope the book is a big success, like my books Juiced and 
Vindicated was. Again buddy, all the success and all the best! Take care.” 

—Jose Canseco, MLB Player 
Power Hitter, Author and Baseball Commentator 

“There is another level of Superior Performance that you should be living at 
in Life & Business! In order to get there, you must be willing to step all the 
way into your zone! There is a zone created just for you that ‘H’ John Mejia 
is about to guide you into. For over seventeen years, I have gleaned best 
practices from ‘H.’ My brand has grown exponentially because of his com-
mitment to excellence. ‘H’ only surrounds himself with THE BEST, and in 
this book you’re gonna learn what it takes to become THE BEST in your 
industry and in your life. ‘H’ and I have done it all. From Sizzle Reels and 
Convention Center stages to Business Reality Television. If you’re ready to 
live your life to the fullest, STEP all the way in, with ‘H’ John Mejia’s new 
book Step Into Your Zone!”

—Delatorro L. McNeal, II, MS, CSP,
CEO & Chairman of Platinum Performance Global, LLC,

Peak Performance Expert, Global Keynote Speaker, Best Selling Author and 
Executive Producer



“I met ‘H’ John Mejia thirty years ago, and immediately felt his superstar 
presence—he’s a big guy with a huge smile and bright eyes, dressed to 
impress, and a ball of enthusiasm. I hired him on the spot as a salesman. He 
was immediately the top rep in the company and I was so impressed with 
his ability to be “in the zone”—laser focused and a great listener with an 
easy and instant bond with almost anyone; a rare combination of polished 
yet relatable. There were times when I knew ‘H’ was exhausted, but I can 
guarantee you he never had a meeting where the person across the table 
ever sensed it. When he steps into the arena, any arena, it is game time, no 
matter what else is going on outside that arena or how he felt the minute 
prior. He is so genuinely interested in each person he interacts with that he 
both gains and gives energy instantaneously. He very quickly blossomed 
from star salesperson to star manager where he proved to be a tremendous 
sales trainer and motivator and was able to teach people his own highly 
developed methodologies. I had the pleasure of watching as ‘H’ became a 
business leader and an entrepreneur. At the same time, he learned to bring 
his ‘in the zone’ approach into every aspect of his life, and to no surprise, 
they have helped him become a fantastic dad and husband. His positivity 
and infectious enthusiasm light up a room and make him an absolute joy 
to spend time with. I know this book will leave readers better equipped to 
squeeze the most out of every opportunity in sales, business and life.”

—Ken Mann, Managing Director,
SC&H Capital

“Hey, ‘H’, what’s up man? It’s been a long, long time since our interview, 
been many years since our Fox Sports interview. I wanted to say congrat-
ulations on your new business book, Step Into Your Zone. Anybody that’s 
looking for a good book to read, check out Step Into Your Zone. Good luck! 

—Terrell Owens, NFL Player 
NFL Hall of Fame - WR 



“I have gotten to know ‘H’ John Mejia over the last ten years. He has been 
not only someone that we do business with, but also a real inspiration to 
our team with his cutting-edge strategies to help us grow sales. Just reading 
the first few pages of his book shows what a genuine person he is and being 
able to remember all the people that have impacted his life. That speaks 
volumes to how many people he has befriended in his professional career. 
‘H’ always has a great sense of calm and always listens first to understand 
other people’s needs. That has taught me a lot (if I could only emulate that!). 
This book has many of the strategies he has shared with my team over the 
years to help us increase sales revenue and customer loyalty. I know it can 
do the same for readers!”

—Brad Resch, President,
Gulfeagle Supply (National Roofing Company in over 70 cities in the US)

“What’s up ‘H’. Hey man, I just want to wish you well on your upcoming 
book, Step Into Your Zone. I hope that it’s a success, and I look forward to 
working with you more after the Covid-19 pandemic is over. God bless 
you, and I wish you all the success in the world. God bless you, ‘H’.”

—Derrick Brooks, NFL Player
NFL Hall of Fame - LB



“‘H’ John Mejia has such a positive impactful presence about him. We are 
so blessed that he took interest in our humanitarian work and has captured 
it and the heart and growth of our jewelry company over the years. We 
have gone from eight to seventy employees and have become one of the 
most successful family-owned jewelry companies in the United States. ‘H’ 
is an incredible businessman and visionary person. His ability to tell our 
story has certainly had a huge impact of how we have been embraced by 
our community. I would think anyone would want to read his recipe for 
success! We think the world is a better place with him in it and people 
should hear what he has to share in his new book Step Into Your Zone.”

—Steve and Julie Weintraub,
Owners of the Gold and Diamond Source and Founders of Julie Weintraub’s 

Hands Across the Bay Charity

“I had the pleasure of coaching ‘H’ during his college football career. ‘H’ has 
always been a leader and highly competitive possessing a great work ethic. 
His attitude has always been ‘Why settle for second place if first is available.’ 
In his senior year, he co-captained our team to an ECAC Lambert Cup 
Championship, a #4 National Ranking, and a National Playoff Appearance. 
Regardless of the venue, everybody today is looking for the edge. His book 
is filled with inspiring thoughts that will equip you, if embraced, to com-
pete in the “ZONE.”

—Phil Albert, Former Head Football Coach,
Towson University (1969–1991)—5× ‘Coach of the Year’

& San Diego Chargers NFL—Game Day Scout (1994–2001)



“Oh my goodness, I’m not going tell anybody how many years we go back; 
we go way back. I am not going disclose even what project we met on. But 
I just want to say congratulations on your new book, that’s amazing, Step 
Into Your Zone. Congratulations! I can’t wait to get my hands on it and 
share it with everybody. That is amazing, and what an accomplishment. 
Want to wish you the best of luck, sending you beautiful, positive energy. 
Great to hear from you. You’re crushing it. Keep it up, ‘H’!”

—Brooke Burke, TV Host and Personality 
Actress, Model, and Dancer 

“I worked with ‘H’ when he was just beginning his media career and learn-
ing the craft. Though it was over twenty years ago, I still remember the 
intensity he brought to the gig. Always wanting to do that ‘one extra take’ 
on a stand-up or voice over so that he would be satisfied with his efforts! 
Having read Step Into Your Zone, I realize that I was in my ‘Zone’ during 
those days, and I’m now incentivized to recapture that spirit once again. 
Thanks for the reminder, ‘H’!”

—Rick Boyer, Television Producer,
Cincinnati on the Go TV Show



“After graduating from college with a marketing degree, I found myself in 
the ever so ‘sexy’ electrical industry. I was eager to bring some new mar-
keting strategies and opportunities to my customers. Then I was intro-
duced to ‘H.’ While it has been over twenty years since we first met, ‘H’ 
still amazes me to this day. We had instantly connected over having the 
same Alma Mater. Then I saw the full package. ‘H’ is dynamic, passionate, 
honest, intelligent, and forward thinking. Oh, did I mention energetic???? 
That is an understatement! No matter what challenge is in front of him, he 
remains positive and steadfast in resolving the issue at hand. Most impor-
tantly, he approaches life with humor and has all the qualities you want in a 
friend and businessman. ‘H’ lives his life in the ‘Zone.’ I have come to look 
up to him as a mentor and leader and strive to be self-aware of those same 
leadership qualities within myself. His book helps to remind all of us how 
to be the best we can be!”

—Kelly Koch, Director of Marketing Programs, 
IMARK Group (900 plus companies with 26 Billion + in Annual Sales)

“I know your nickname is ‘H’ but we never knew what ‘H’ stands for. 
Anyway, you used to interview me way back in the day at the Playboy 
Celebrity Golf Tournaments. Man, congratulations on your new book, Step 
Into Your Zone. You always made it real easy on me doing interviews, so 
I appreciated that. Anyway, just wanted to say congratulations, ‘H’. Have a 
good one!” 

—Eric Dickerson, NFL Player 
NFL Hall of Fame - RB 



“It’s about time ‘H’ wrote this book. His wisdom, leadership, and coaching 
shine through. Talk about being in a zone, ‘H’ has been working toward 
this book for his entire adult life. Incrementally, he has been building 
momentum, acquiring skills, proving theories, and demonstrating results 
year over year. His ability to stay focused and in his zone has culminated 
in this ‘must read’ book. This is the road to real magic. Follow his path and 
soon, you will see the impossible become possible. In fact, the endorphins 
that fire from each success will lead you to looking for ‘what’s next.’ Success 
doesn’t just happen—it is a quest; it is an evolution—it is intentional. When 
you know what you are doing and you choose to take the right steps, suc-
cess compounds. With sharp focus and a mentor like ‘H,’ you will soon find 
yourself with a gift as you Step Into Your Zone. Thank you for sharing your 
passion and your insight.”

—Brad Callahan, Entrepreneur,
Travel and Hospitality

“Hi ‘H’, Jim Leyritz, from the NY Yankees, and I hope all is going well. I just 
want to congratulate you on your new business book, Step Into Your Zone. 
You always did a great job on our interviews on Fox Sports. Again, I want 
to wish you the best of luck, ‘H’. You take care, and God bless.”

—Jim Leyritz, MLB Player 
NY Yankees 



“I have had the extreme pleasure of working with ‘H’ on two occasions. 
In both cases, he overwhelmed me with his creativity, his professionalism, 
and his willingness to go the extra mile. He is a man of deep character, 
commitment to service, and amazing talent. He truly practices being ‘in 
the zone’ in every aspect of his life and work. I highly recommend him to 
anyone who wants to grow their business and enhance their lives. I also 
love his book—I read half the book in one sitting the moment I opened 
the manuscript… and I am not even a football fan! It is clear, practical, and 
filled with relevant stories from H’s former football career. It challenged 
me to examine those times in my life when I have been ‘in the zone’ to 
experience that euphoric state even more in my life and work. I highly 
recommend it to anyone who wants to achieve peak performance in all 
aspects of their lives.”

—Barbara Glanz, Hall of Fame Speaker,
Author of The Simple Truths of Service with Ken Blanchard and CARE Packages for 

the Workplace

“I first met ‘H’ after my time performing on The Voice, the TV show on 
(NBC). He interviewed me about my life changing experience. He was very 
professional and has this great way of keeping the energy flowing. It’s very 
refreshing having someone effortlessly bring out your best qualities in a 
TV interview. Made me totally comfortable. I’m grateful to have had the 
experience with ‘H.’ The guy was in the ZONE and he helped me get in the 
zone with him during our thirty-minute TV interview together. His new 
book, Step Into Your Zone, will help you with secrets to get you there too!”

—R. Anthony—Recording Artist / Singer, 
Singer on Season 3 of the hit NBC-TV show, The Voice

Performed in front of a 15 million TV viewing audience and in front of the four celeb-
rity judges: Christina Aguilera, Blake Shelton, Adam Levine, and CeeLo.



“Hey, ‘H’ what’s up, man? Joey Fatone here. Congrats on your new business 
book, Step Into Your Zone. Good luck, and of course you always do a good 
interview. Not too bad. I’m not gonna lie, you do pretty good. I hope it’s a 
best seller! Much love and congratulations. Good luck, brother!”

—Joey Fatone, TV Personality 
Singer, Dancer, and Actor 

NSYNC

“TO ME HE WAS ALWAYS THE Big ‘H’

“One of the biggest joys of coaching young men is to see them develop 
and become successful as players, husbands, fathers, and leaders. I had 
the pleasure of coaching ‘H’ at Towson State University. During those 
years, our program developed into an NCAA Division II power because 
of players like ‘H.’ Players with talent, integrity, enthusiasm, and love for 
their teammates.

“‘H’ played tight end for the Tigers, and was instrumental in our team’s 
growing success. He could block, run precise routes, and catch the football 
as well as any of our skill players. He played with finesse, as many of our 
routes required reading the secondary coverage and finding a soft spot in 
zone coverage, and was equally effective at using strength to beat man cov-
erage. ‘H’ practiced hard to develop his skills and was an example to players 
and coaches alike.

“His determination was never more evident than in his sophomore year 
when he developed a life-threatening viral cardiomyopathy, and was side-
lined for an entire year. As he improved you could always find ‘H’ at prac-
tice keeping his head in the mental game. Once he was cleared to come 
back on the field, he continued to develop as a player and team leader. The 
trials and successes at Towson made you believe that ‘H’ was destined for 
something special.

“I’ve had a chance to review his new book, Step Into Your Zone: Playbook 
of Secrets for Peak Performance in Business, Sales, and Life, and believe it is 



an epistle for the young and the old, for men and women, and a detailed 
roadmap for success in any area of life. Anyone who reads it, and applies its 
principles, will be enriched.”

—Paul Buckmaster, Former Receivers Coach,
Towson University Tigers Football Program

“To the well-trod genre of Peak Performance, ‘H’ John Mejia delivers an 
insightful and approachable philosophy in Step Into Your Zone. His ‘secrets’ 
challenge popular myths (multitasking) and apply equally well to business, 
athletics, and personal connections. I’ve had the pleasure of working with 
‘H,’ and know him to be a man of character and effectiveness. His zone 
clearly works for him and now he shares the process with the rest of us.”

—Bob Powers, President,
Edges Group (One of largest electrical distributor companies in California)

“The Big ‘H’, how are you man? God, it’s been quite a while. The Big ‘H’, 
I haven’t seen you in so long; I miss you. We had a good time at Hugh 
Hefner’s Playboy Celebrity Golf Event. I heard about your new book, Step 
Into Your Zone. Congrats, brother! Congrats. I hear it’s fantastic. I wish you 
good luck. Hope to see you soon. Peace and love, Big ‘H’.” 

—Vinny Paz, Pro Boxer 
5x Boxing World Champion 



“‘H’ is the brother I never had. As teammates on the Towson University 
Football team, we formed a bond that remains cemented today. ‘H’ was the 
team captain and showcased his positive energy and motivation through 
his leadership. During a game against the University of Delaware, I had 
my nose severely broken. The team doctor and head trainer advised that 
I not play the remainder of the game. It was ‘H’ who came to the bench 
and asked me if I wanted to win this game. My answer was ‘yes,’ he said 
“We need you; push through this.” Again, it was his motivation that lifted 
my desire to continue. We won that day. Our friendship has also secured a 
wonderful business partnership. ‘H’ has been an integral part of my busi-
ness by designing and implementing promotional marketing programs for 
a global beverage company that drive execution and results. We can all gain 
tremendous insight on creating a powerful business mindset and using his 
cutting-edge strategies for top results in business and life. His book, Step 
Into Your Zone, is truly a playbook to results!”

—Mike Lewns #14
Former Teammate—Towson University Football WR,

National Beverage Co. Brand Director



“Working with ‘H’ was one of the most rewarding experiences when we 
combined our efforts to produce multiple shows (TV and highlight reels). 
As the former founder, President & CEO of Playboy Golf (a partnership 
and officially licensed entity of Playboy Enterprises), we were constantly 
facing unique situations that required a production/marketing company 
that could present our brand, our parent company’s brand and our spon-
sors’ brands at the highest level. He and his production team provided 
seamless start to finish footage without having to spend mega-hours in 
review. Working with Hollywood celebrities, professional athletes, and 
many of the most talented and beautiful models constantly provided chal-
lenges that ‘H’ was able to take on and create outstanding footage that the 
celebrities themselves couldn’t wait to see. We always looked forward to 
seeing what ‘H’ created, and I wouldn’t want to work with anyone else. 
Don’t lose the opportunity to work with him; you’ll give yourself a pat on 
the back for doing it! His new book, Step Into Your Zone, will give you the 
key ingredients, to help drive your next level success.”

—Ajay Pathak 
Former President & CEO, Playboy Golf



“I can write a book on the special qualities of ‘H’ John Mejia. Our bond and 
friendship started back in high school playing football together in NYC, 
in the borough of Queens. As a teammate, ‘H’ had the unique package of 
talents, from size, speed, and athleticism, to the great ability to catch a foot-
ball. What impressed me most was his level of commitment to training, 
working out, preparation, and his intense drive to consistently improve. I 
remember during the summers—he and I would train and run pass plays 
on the field at 7 am and then at 6 pm after summer day jobs. He always 
went all out and pushed himself as hard as he could. Always a 100% com-
mitted work ethic. In our business careers, I have worked with ‘H’ and have 
implemented his media marketing strategies to help build the restaurants 
that I have owned in the NYC area. He always brought that same work 
ethic to business as well. As a close friend, I have witnessed ‘H’ over the 
years go through times of challenging struggles. I have also seen him make 
adjustments to work through those challenges and be resilient in turning 
things around. I know his book, Step Into Your Zone, will provide readers 
the playbook to guide them with the secrets to improve their game in busi-
ness and life!”

—Joe DiGirolomo #19,
Former teammate Bayside HS Football QB,

Restaurant Entrepreneur

‘H’, this really takes me back, Playboy Golf Fox Sports. Great times. I 
remember your skits with NFL players and the one with Terrell Suggs. Oh 
my God! And The Best Damn Sports Show Period! That was a great show! 
I want to say, ‘H’, congrats on the new business book, Step Into Your Zone. 
Good luck with your book! Good luck to you, brother! 

—Tom Arnold, Actor and Comedian 
Movies included: True Lies, Nine Months, and McHale’s Navy



“I am reminded with each interaction with ‘H’ John Mejia of his very spe-
cial gifts. His unbridled, genuine enthusiasm, his passion. How he views 
any setback as an opportunity to grow, to learn, and how he has mani-
fested that approach throughout his life. His genuineness, integrity, and 
deep, heartfelt compassion. All traits evident to me since we were both 
in grade school. A terrific person, a cherished friend, and an incredible 
mentor. His book, Step Into Your Zone, is terrific and challenges all of us to 
grow, expand, and get better in all areas of our life.”

—Guy McNeil,
Corporate Executive, Industry Consultant

“Hi ‘H’ – congratulations on your new book, Step Into Your Zone, that is 
simply fabulous. Everybody needs to read a book on business. We all need 
that book on self-help. By the way, thank you for interviewing me through 
the years. Now I want to interview you on my show too. Everybody needs 
to get a copy of Step Into Your Zone. Thank you ‘H’. Love you!” 

—Rhonda Shear, TV Personality 
Comedian, Actress, and Entrepreneur

TV Host of USA Up All Night
RhondaShearSocialHour.com

“Over the years, ‘H’ was always the best to work with in helping us build 
our Celebrity Golf brand nationally. He and his production team were awe-
some working with our celebrities, pro-athletes, the competing golfers, and 
corporate sponsors. He was brilliant in producing TV shows over a nine-
year period. ‘H’ is special and his new book will give you the instructions 
you need to create the results you want in business and life!”

—John Pulitano,
VP, Tournament Celebrity Golf Director



‘H’, great interviewing with you at Lou Piniella’s Celebrity Golf classic event, 
and congratulations on your new business book, Step Into Your Zone. I 
wish you all the best with that, and I can’t wait to get my copy!”

—Antonio Tarver, Pro Boxer 
Former Boxing Champion 

Actor in Rocky Balboa
Boxing Analyst Showtime

“Step Into Your Zone is a book about our struggle to achieve the absence of 
doubt, comparison, and most importantly, the absence of self-judgment. 
‘H’s’ stories and examples are fresh reminders that anyone, who chooses to 
believe, can define their space and place in this world.”

—Victor Antonio, International Sales Trainer, Speaker, and Author,
Sales Velocity Academy

“‘H’ John Mejia does everything with passion and with the highest level 
of integrity. With his wonderful marketing mind, methodical preparation, 
and relentless work ethics, projects come to completion stress free and on 
time. I’ve had the distinct privilege to work with ‘H’ on several projects 
since 2013 and working with him always provides for a wonderful, life-en-
riching experience. His new book reveals the secret combination to unlock 
the success you are working toward.”

—Bobby D., Entrepreneur,
On-Line Show Producer 



“I have worked with ‘H’ over the years on various marketing initiatives, 
and he has always delivered above and beyond. Spending time with ‘H’ is 
energizing! I always leave our conversations ready to make a difference in 
my day! He is always in the zone. His new book will give you the informa-
tion you need to know how as well.”

—John Russ, Marketing Director,
Wholesale Distributor

“‘H’ has been an amazing partner for my video productions over the last 
few years. I say ‘partner’ because he and his team have a vested interest in 
your vision and take the time to brainstorm with you to ensure you vision 
is fulfilled. ‘H’ and his production team are the consummate professionals 
and have always operated within the ‘zone’ with me. If you want a solid 
playbook to not only get you in your Zone, but also continuously succeed 
at the top of your ‘zone,’ you need H’s new book.”

—Kelly Charles-Collins, Esq., MBA
Attorney, TEDx Speaker, Author

CEO, HR Legally Speaking, LLC

“‘H’ and I go way back as college football teammates. We connected right 
away because we were both from the NYC area. As teammates, I saw ‘H’ do 
the little things right to be able to play at a high level and be in the Zone on 
the field. Years later, in our business careers, I hired ‘H’ to create a customer 
loyalty program for my division to get a competitive edge in the market. ‘H’ 
delivered. He’s a great friend and his new book is a must read if you want to 
elevate your business game and find that Zone, while learning how to deal 
with challenging times!”

—Joe Varello, College Teammate,
Corporate Executive,

Fortune 100 Company



“I have worked in the corporate incentive marketing arena with ‘H’ for 
19 years. During that time, I have witnessed his special talents and mind 
set. From his preparation, ability to deliver dynamic presentations, and 
his focused determination on providing clients cutting edge solutions 
that deliver positive ROI. ‘H’ consistently plays the corporate world in the 
‘Zone’. His book, Step Into Your Zone, will give those who desire, a fresh 
perspective on upping their business game too.”

—Dan Cross, Business Development Team
Corporate Executive 
Incentive Marketing

“Hey ‘H’, it’s been a long time since that interview with me, you, and Seth 
Joyner.  What a great time that was. Listen, I just want to say congratula-
tions on your new book, Step Into Your Zone. What a great name for a 
book and I look forward to reading it.  I know it’s going to be a best seller. 
Hang in there.”

—Lawrence Taylor (‘LT’), NFL Player
NFL Hall of Fame- LB   

“Step Into Your Zone is the ultimate playbook for how to succeed in busi-
ness and in life. ‘H’ John Mejia has done a wonderful job putting together 
a map that draws from his wisdom and experiences in both business and 
sports. The most compelling thing about is ‘H’ is the real deal. An accom-
plished collegiate athlete as an All-American Tight End and outstanding 
success in the business world. Great read!”

—Jamie Peterson, College Teammate,
Corporate Executive Medical Field
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FOREWORD

The Zone! I know it very well.

During my business career, as the creator of TV infomercials and 
being one of the Original Sharks on the hit TV show Shark Tank on ABC, I 
have experienced that high level of performance known as the “Zone” and 
I have worked with entrepreneurs and celebrities who consistently play and 
operate at that high level, too. In my opinion, getting to the “Zone” often 
and consistently is a prerequisite to achieving greatness in any endeavor.

Time and time again, I have witnessed the “Zone.” Besides Shark 
Tank, as a global entrepreneur, I have personally reviewed thousands and 
thousands of business opportunities and pitches from inventors and deal 
makers. To generate the 500 products launches I have done, (while gener-
ating over 5 billion in product sales in over 100 countries), I have had to 
look at a lot of deals. You see, only a very small percentage of the deals I 
analyze get signed and launched. It’s a numbers game for sure. The ones 
that make it through are definitely operating from the place known as the 
“Zone.”

Being the “As Seen On TV” pioneer, I have built 20 businesses to over 
$100 million each. I’m known as the billion-dollar man because I can see 
the superstar talent and products that can deliver me “Zone” results. I have 
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successfully brought products to the market such as Ginsu Knives, The 
Food Saver, The Great Wok of China and The Flying Lure. I have worked 
with amazing celebrities such as Tony Little, Billy Mays, George Foreman, 
Jack LaLanne, Hulk Hogan, Paula Abdul, Montel Williams, and the 
Kardashians. I’ve been featured on 20/20, CNN, Fox Business, Bloomberg, 
Jim Kramers the Street, MTV, Good Morning America, The CBS Morning 
News, The Today Show, The View, and even the Daily Double on Jeopardy! 
The common ingredient in all these great successes is that special place that 
top achievers operate and perform from, the place called, the “Zone.”

I first met ‘H’ John Mejia years ago when he and his TV crew came 
to my launch party to do a story on one of my new projects. During my 
interview with “H,” I immediately connected with him. He did a great job 
in his interviews with my team and me and produced a very nice story 
on us that aired on his Good Life Tampa Bay TV show. After seeing that 
story, I saw the very special talent that “H” had and suggested to him that 
he should do some infomercials for me. We did work on a few projects 
together and I can say from my experiences that “H” always goes all out, 
he is very talented, and always executes on what he promises. He is very 
thorough in his planning, has a great attitude, and guides people through 
great interviews with his warm and enthusiastic style. He consistently does 
all the little things right! He operates from the “Zone.” His new book, Step 
Into Your Zone, will empower readers to look within themselves and use 
the lessons and principles that he shares to help them break through to that 
top level of performance known as the “Zone.” A must-read book!

Kevin Harrington 
Sent from a Shark

Inventor of the Infomercial
Best-Selling Author

Original Investor Shark on Shark Tank
www.kevinharrington.tv
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PA R T  I

 WHAT IS THE ZONE AND WHY DO 
YOU WANT TO STEP INTO IT?

“It’s always when you’re pushed to the limit, challenged the most, 
and when you think you have no more to give. When you step 

into that resistance and keep pushing through your obstacles, that 
is where your growth occurs, and your abilities break through to 
the next level. That is where the realization of your higher-level 
talents come to fruition. That special place is called the Zone.” 

—‘H’ John Mejia

You might have heard athletes, businessmen, or creative types talk about 
the “Zone.” They reference it when talking about something they did that 
was extraordinary or an effort or performance they gave that was truly 
great. They brought their A game. They left everything on the field. Their 
work or their performance was inspired. They are “in the Zone.” The ques-
tion is: what is the “Zone?”

Many scale the heights of greatness in pursuit of being the best, 
reaching peak performance, mountaintop experiences, Nirvana, and a 
dozen other names. Each and every one of them is looking to get into the 
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Zone. Very simply, the Zone is that place where you perform at your top 
level, and even better than that. You are able to go above and beyond and 
make incredible touchdown catches, accomplish Herculean tasks, or create 
something that is better than you thought yourself capable of. Top perform-
ers in every area (sports, business, and the arts) spend time in this place 
where everything comes together perfectly so that they can be at their best 
for a few seconds or a few hours. In the Zone, everything becomes clearer, 
easier, and you’re able to maintain laser-like focus for as long as you need 
to. You get on a roll and things just start happening. It’s like you cannot fail 
and everything is breaking your way.

I played high school and college football. (I was an All-American 
player.) I signed NFL, USFL, and MLFS free agent contracts with pro 
teams. Since then, I’ve been an entrepreneur who has been part of several 
multi-million dollar companies and have enjoyed a successful career in 
media and marketing as an award-winning TV host and producer, work-
ing with some of the biggest corporate brands, celebrities, and athletes.

I’ve faced a lot of struggles and setbacks, which I’ll be discussing 
throughout this book. I’ve also had a lot of triumphs, game- and life-chang-
ing moments. As both an athlete and a businessman, I crave time spent in 
the Zone where I’m performing like it’s my best day ever and everything 
falls into place.

Chances are you’ve been there at some point in your life. Have you 
ever been working on a project or closing a deal and all of a sudden every-
thing just “clicked?” Maybe you were able to make connections or find 
solutions that had been eluding you or others. You could have even looked 
at the clock to discover that six hours had passed and you’re not sure how 
because it doesn’t feel that long. Perhaps you sat down to write that report, 
proposal, or game plan only to discover that instead of laboring over it, 
everything just came pouring out of you and onto the page with ease. 
Maybe you enjoy the challenging game of golf and found the Zone where 
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every part of your game was on fire. From accurate long drives to finding 
the green with your wedge shot and then making that long birdie putt. (Oh, 
just an FYI, I have had very few Zone moments on the golf course.)

The Zone is a mental state you arrive at. When you’re in it, you can 
feel it. You’re unstoppable. Unfortunately, we can’t live there all the time. 
With perseverance, though, we can return to that place. Top achievers in 
their fields hang around that peak far more often than others. You can train 
yourself to do that, too.

There is a great deal of personal satisfaction and joy that can come 
while you’re in the Zone. There is also the added benefit of being able to 
accomplish a lot more at a lot higher consistency or quality over a short 
period of time. You want to be in the Zone for the experience itself. You 
also want to be there for the opportunity to achieve great things with far 
less effort than it would normally take. In this section we’ll discuss what the 
Zone is, who it’s for, and what it’s like.
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CHAPTER 1

What Does It Mean to Be at 
the Top of Your Game?

The Zone is when you go above and beyond your personal best, 
you transcend to a new level of performance and results!

“Do your best.” That’s something we hear from the time we’re little. 
Everyone around us wants to do our best and, ideally, we want that, too. 
The strange thing is, even when we do our best, the outcome isn’t the same 
every time. Sometimes, things just seem to fall short. Other times, we’re 
successful beyond what we normally are capable of. When you achieve the 
latter, it’s called being in the Zone.

The Zone is a special place. As I mentioned, it goes by many tra-
ditional names including peak performance and Nirvana. It can also be 
defined as enlightenment, flow, and peak experience. Whatever label you 
want to give it, it’s about that level of performance where you are absolutely 
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at your best possible ability and even expanding above and beyond 
that ability.

I recently attended an alumni gathering with some of my teammates 
from my college football days. These were my brothers that I went to bat-
tle with at Towson State University (now known as Towson University). 
When we were playing together, we had some great experiences and great 
achievements, including the Lambert Cup Championship and making the 
NCAA National Championship Playoffs. I was a tight end. I caught passes, 
blocked, and made touchdowns.

I ended up talking with my former teammate Mike Lewns, who had 
been a wide receiver. I shared with him that when we would be playing 
there would be times when something weird would happen to me. I told 
him there’d be times when I would be running and then all of sudden it was 
like I was playing at a higher level and when I played at that higher level it 
almost had a dreamlike quality to it. It was as though I would see things in 
slow motion and I would cease being aware of the stadium, the fans, and 
the defensive coverage. I would be running effortlessly and I could hear my 
slow breathing really clearly. I’d look at the quarterback and it was almost 
like we locked eyes and were communicating silently. He’d throw the ball 
and I could see every freaking detail on that ball. I could see the tiny grain 
leather and the white laces of that ball. And I was so targeted and zoned in. 
I could even read the brand label on the football.

It’s like the weirdest, most different place, and state of being. It’s 
a feeling that I’m being challenged to do my best, but it’s like complete 
perfection and everything feels easy. Any defender trying to distract me 
or grab the ball became non-existent even if they were all over me. They 
weren’t part of my world because at that moment, it was just me and the 
football and I knew I was going to catch it. That’s what we call the Zone. It’s 
that experience, that moment. It’s a slow-motion, dreamlike kind of place 
where great performances happen.
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Once I finished describing my experiences to Mike, he said he knew 
exactly what I was talking about. There’d be times where he felt he made 
impossible catches, things that in all reality there should have been no way 
he could catch. Yet he did. That was because he was in the Zone. The Zone 
is when you go above and beyond your personal best—you’re able to go to 
the highest level. Funny, we never talked about that as players; only years 
removed did we have that conversation and reflect back!

We’re all familiar with Michael Jordan and Tiger Woods. We see 
great athletes at championship games, and you can just tell when they’re in 
the Zone. They’re killing it.

I experienced the Zone many times in football. Just as rewarding 
is when I’ve been able to experience it in my business career. I was able 
to take what I’d learned playing sports and transfer that into the business 
game. I’ve spent over two decades working with companies of all sizes, 
including Fortune 500 companies. I have done hundreds of TV interviews 
with business moguls, celebrities, and athletes and have been able to learn 
a lot about the Zone by being around them and speaking with them.

One of my Zone business experiences came with my client, Procter 
and Gamble, a company that does over 70 billion in annual revenue. I 
worked with them for a number of years, on a multi-million dollar pro-
motional campaign, which I created for their Crest White Strip products. 
Originally, when the opportunity for Procter and Gamble came up, it came 
kind of easily. They were excited to talk to me and wanted me to follow up 
in two weeks. I hung up from the call confident that I had landed the con-
tract. Only, when I called back in two weeks, it was a different story. The 
guy I had been talking with was just one member of a team that had to be 
convinced and other members of the team already had relationships with 
different agency vendors.
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The guy told me, “I really don’t know if you’ll even want to come 
here. We’ve talked to four or five different companies already, other mar-
keting incentive companies that have already been in here, companies we 
already know, and we’ve pretty much made our decision on who we want 
to go with.”

I felt like I had just been punched in the gut. I had a decision to 
make on the spot. I could decide to give up because it sounded like they’d 
already made a decision and I didn’t need to waste thousands of dollars in 
travel expenses. However, instantly, in my mind, I just felt that this was my 
account and I had an absolute clarity of vision about it. I told him I under-
stood but I’d hate to see them have done all this work just to fumble the ball 
at the end zone. I explained to him exactly what it was I could offer that 
was unique and that it only made sense for them to hear what one of the 
leaders and innovators in the field could offer them. I was totally confident 
and committed in my delivery and recommendation.

He asked me to come in person for a meeting on Wednesday. I went 
and I owned that boardroom. Two weeks later, I signed the agency contract 
with them. My product didn’t change, but my mindset, refusing to accept 
defeat and rising to the challenge, was what carried me through. If I hadn’t 
been in the Zone on that phone call and again in the boardroom, I would 
have lost that deal. I was able to do that because I was mentally prepared 
and because I had the skills necessary to conquer the challenge ahead of 
me even if it meant stretching. That was one of the many fine moments 
in my business career where I was absolutely at the top of my game and 
operating in the Zone.

The Zone, that place where everything comes together and you excel, 
is available in sports and work. Whether you’re an athlete, a businessman, 
or an artist, the Zone is the place you want and need to be.
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CHAPTER 2

The Zone Is for Everyone

The Zone is available for everybody to have and 
experience. Membership is not exclusive!

Deep down, very few of us want to be mediocre. We want to be winners 
who achieve great things. Even if we don’t have aspirations of being the 
very best in our prospective fields, we at least want to do our very best and 
live up to our own potential. Sure, there are a few people out there that 
don’t have much interest in doing anything except skating by, but let’s be 
honest, you’re not one of those people or you wouldn’t have even bothered 
reading this far. So, congratulations! You’ve already proven your desire and 
commitment to be and accomplish everything you can! Now, I’m going to 
help show you how to do that.

First of all, we need to get one thing straight. The Zone is not just for 
those who are the top 1% at what they’re doing in comparison to the rest of 
the world. The Zone is not just for athletes. It’s not just for those who have 
superior physical or mental skills. The Zone is a place that everyone can get 
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to with dedication and hard work. It doesn’t matter who you are, where you 
come from, how smart you are, how talented you are, how young or old 
you are, or what nationality, race, gender, or creed you are. Everyone can 
achieve peak performance in their chosen area of concentration.

The thing is—the Zone is a very personal experience. What peak 
performance looks like for you is different from what it will look like for 
anybody else, even those in the same profession. So, stop comparing your-
self to other people. First of all, that’s just a way to drive yourself crazy 
and make yourself miserable. Other people are just that—other people. You 
are not them anymore than they are you. You don’t have the same back-
grounds, life experiences, personalities, and everything else that makes 
each individual unique. Peak performance levels vary from individual to 
individual and that’s a good thing! It’s not like a test in school, where we’re 
all being graded on the same thirty questions. It’s a place of being, a state of 
mind, that is unique to you.

There are some similarities in everyone’s experiences. For example, 
crystal clarity is an essential element of the Zone. It’s one of the ways you 
know you’ve achieved that level. That doesn’t mean everyone has clarity 
about the same thing or even experiences it in the exact same way. We all 
experience life through our own unique lens, our own perspective.

Whoever you are, whatever it is you do or want to do, the Zone is 
something you can achieve. Even better, the harder you work for it, the 
more effort you put in, the more often you can get there! Your success is 
not dependent on the success or failure of anyone else. While you may be 
in competition with other people in sporting events or sales incentives, you 
are only competing with yourself when it comes to achieving your own 
peak performance. The Zone is all about bettering your best!
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CHAPTER 3

The Zone Is a Mental 
and Physical State

Life begins at the end of your comfort zone when you’re pushed 
to that limit. That’s where growth and expansion happen.

The Zone is both a mental and a physical state. Some of you might be tens-
ing up right now thinking that you’re not so good at the mental stuff or 
that you are seriously out of shape and don’t ever see that changing. Don’t 
panic! You don’t have to be a genius and you don’t have to be in good phys-
ical condition to get into the Zone. These two factors might limit just how 
much you can ultimately achieve, but not whether or not you can get there.

Now, to be clear, you’re not going to be trying to achieve peak perfor-
mance in an area outside of your expertise. The guy who is in poor shape 
and health is not going to be able to achieve peak performance in a foot-
ball game simply because he has not conditioned body and mind to do so. 
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However, that same guy could easily get into the Zone when it comes to 
selling and closing six-figure deals if he has spent time learning to do that.

It takes a lot of mental preparation, including study, training, and 
repetition to prepare for the Zone. Several elements of the Zone require a 
certain level of mental discipline. These include laser focus, the ability to 
be in the moment, and self-confidence. We will be discussing these in more 
depth in the next section of this book.

It also often takes a lot of physical preparation to ready yourself so 
you can get into the Zone. Unless you’re an athlete, this doesn’t necessarily 
mean you have to worry about going and hitting the gym. Physical prepa-
ration covers a wide range of things, including getting comfortable speak-
ing to others on the phone or in person in a sales situation. You might 
have the greatest product in the world, but if you aren’t practiced in talking 
about it, you’re not going to be able to get into the Zone and sell, sell, sell! 
You might try, but without the practice, the practical experience, you’re 
going to come off as inexperienced, unsure, or worse to your audience. It 
doesn’t matter if you’re trying to sell to an audience of 1 or 1,000. You still 
need to be poised, have learned to speak clearly and be able to deliver a 
compelling and passionate presentation with absolute certainty.

It does also help, regardless of what you are doing, if you get proper 
sleep, exercise, and eat nutritional meals. These keep you sharp and focused 
whether you’re pitching a baseball or an idea. It can also help your stamina, 
which is great because when you’re actually in the Zone, in the moment, 
you want to stay there as long as you can to achieve as much as you can 
even if it’s up to several hours.

Discipline over mind and body in some way are essential elements of 
getting in the Zone, being there, and staying there as long as you can. The 
Zone requires us to be thinking as clearly as we can and doing as much as 
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we can to rehearse and practice everything so that when the time comes we 
don’t have to think, we don’t have to struggle, and we can just be in the flow.


